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RESEARCH ARTICLE

The Functional Role of Cognitive Frameworks on Visuomotor
Adaptation Performance
Heiko Lex1,2, Matthias Weigelt3, Andreas Knoblauch4,5, Thomas Schack1,2,6
1Neurocognition and Action – Research Group, Bielefeld University, Germany. 2Cognitive Interaction Technology – Center of
Excellence (CITEC), Bielefeld University, Germany. 3Department of Sport and Health, University of Paderborn, Germany.
4Honda Research Institute Europe, Offenbach, Germany. 5Engineering Faculty, Albstadt-Sigmaringen University, Albstadt,
Germany. 6Research Institute for Cognition and Robotics (CoR-Lab), Bielefeld University, Germany.

ABSTRACT. The authors investigated the effects of cognitive
representations of movement directions on sensorimotor adapta-
tion performance. Adaptation performance was measured via a
pointing experiment in which participants were provided with
visual feedback that was distorted along the midsagittal plane (i.e.,
left-right reversal). Performance was analyzed relative to partic-
ipants’ individual adaptation gains and 3 groups were subse-
quently defined (i.e., skilled, average, and poor adapters). The
group separation was kept for the Cognitive Measurement of Rep-
resented Directions, which was used to analyze participants’ cog-
nitive representation of movement directions. The results showed
that skilled adapters, in contrast to poor adapters, possess a global
representation of movement directions aligned to the cardinal
axes. The cognitive representation structure hence supports the
sensorimotor adaptation performance.

Keywords: cognitive representation, motor learning, movement
direction, sensorimotor adaptation

Sensorimotor adaptation can be characterized as a learn-

ing process, which is driven by the formation of new

links between motor output and sensory feedback (Ferrel,

Bard, & Fleury, 2001). The present scientific research on

the cognitive principles responsible for sensorimotor adap-

tation focuses on the modification characteristics of an

internal model as one kind of internal representation of

environmental properties (Wolpert, Ghahramani, & Jordan,

1995). Modifications of an existing internal model toward

visual disturbances can be stored in memory: something

that, among other things, can be seen in a reduced error

when adapting to a similar disturbance for the second time

(Abeele & Bock, 2001). Previous research demonstrated

that such a modified internal model persists over time and

can be retained for more than a month (Bock, Schneider, &

Bloomberg, 2001).

To overcome the initial performance disruption at the

beginning of distorted trials, other processes than transfor-

mations of the internal model must be activated (Bock,

2005; Redding & Wallace, 1996). These processes can be

described as a gradual adaptation to new environmental

conditions as strategic control, which basically relies on

cognitive representations (Mazzoni & Krakauer, 2006).

Evidence for this assumption was previously provided by a

study that investigated the adaptation performance of a

deafferent patient (i.e., a patient with a neurological disor-

der blocking sensory feedback from the neck on down-

ward). A further decrease in the adaptation performance

was found when the patient was engaged in an additional

cognitive task (e.g., counting task), compared to a healthy

control group (Ingram, van Donkelaar, Cole, Vercher,

Gauthier, & Miall, 2000). This finding provided evidence

that cognitive processes are involved in sensorimotor adap-

tation, but it still remains unclear, however, which strategic

cognitive processes are responsible for the sensorimotor

adaptation performance.

Within the classical research paradigm of goal-directed

pointing experiments, the cognitive representation of move-

ment directions has previously been found as one functional

indicator to measure sensorimotor adaptation performance

(Lex, Weigelt, Knoblauch, & Schack, 2012). Lex et al. pro-

vided evidence for the existence and specifics of cognitive

representations of movement directions, when the move-

ment directions are presented in a proprioceptive-visual

mode. According to their results, differences in sensorimo-

tor adaptation behavior between different groups of partici-

pants are caused by different cognitive representations of

movement directions (i.e., global and local representations).

Global representations of movement directions are aligned

to the cardinal axes in the sagittal and horizontal plane. In

contrast, local representations of movement directions are

aligned to neighboring movement directions (i.e., 30� apart
from each other). Global cognitive representations of move-

ment directions have been found to lead to a better adapta-

tion performance in a task, in which visual feedback was

distorted via a left-right reversal (i.e., a mirroring along the

sagittal axis). The termini global and local are used herein

with emphasis to the organization of corresponding

movement directions.

Sensory motor adaptation performance has also been

shown to be influenced by different sensory input modali-

ties (e.g., visual, kinesthetic, proprioceptive feedback) in

accordance with the adjusted distortion (van Beers,

Wolpert, & Haggard, 2002). For example, in a sensorimotor

adaptation toward a distortion of the visual feedback in

terms of a sagittal displacement humans tend to rely more

on proprioceptive movement feedback. However, during

the adaptation toward a distortion in terms of a horizontal
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displacement humans rely more on visual movement

feedback.

The aim of the present study was to investigate sensori-

motor adaptation performance with a distortion of the

visual feedback in terms of a left-right reversal (i.e., hori-

zontal displacement), and to measure the corresponding

cognitive representations of movement directions when

presented only in a visual mode. Thus, the study builds on

the earlier investigation of Lex et al. (2012) in which the

movement directions were presented in a proprioceptive-

visual mode and aimed to examine the functional relation-

ship between the cognitive representation and the adapta-

tion behavior to visually presented movement directions.

Methods

Two experiments were conducted to investigate the func-

tional relationship between cognitive representations of

movement directions and subsequent sensorimotor adapta-

tion behavior. Experiment 1 measured the cognitive repre-

sentation of movement directions under the visual input

modality. Experiment 2 assessed sensorimotor adaptation

using a pointing task similar to the one previously used by

Bock and Girgenrath (2006) integrating a different distor-

tion of the visual feedback.

Participants

Forty-seven adults (Mage D 25.4 years, SD D 2.8 years;

24 women) participated in the study, with the majority of

them being students at Bielefeld University. All partici-

pants declared themselves as right-handed, they were naive

to the purpose of the experiment, and had normal or cor-

rected-to-normal vision. The experiment consisted of a sin-

gle session (starting with the measurement of the cognitive

representation of movement directions), and experimental

procedures were conducted in accordance with the 1964

Declaration of Helsinki. Participants signed an informed

consent form prior to the experiment and received course

credit for their research participation. All data was collected

in a single session starting with the data acquisition of the

measurement of cognitive representation of movement

directions.

Sensorimotor Adaptation Task

Performance in the sensorimotor adaptation task was

measured using a standard pointing experiment (Bock,

2005; Miall, Jenkinson, & Kulkarni, 2004). Participants

were asked to execute center-out movements toward eight

randomly appearing targets on a digitizer tablet. Move-

ments were always performed from the center to the periph-

ery of the screen and participants’ hand locations on the

digitizer tablet were displayed via a red cursor on the

screen. After baseline recordings, visual feedback was dis-

torted in terms of a left-right reversal in order to manipulate

the normal relationship between sensory input and motor

output.

Apparatus and Task. The apparatus and task used in the

present experiment were identical to the sensorimotor adap-

tation task of Lex et al. (2012). Participants were seated in

front of a monitor facing downward. The screen was visible

through a tilted mirror that prevented vision of the own

hands. Participants` right hand executed center-out move-

ments from a center position to eight peripheral, equidistant

target positions, randomly appearing on a digitizer tablet.

To provide participants with real-time visual feedback of

their hand movements, the hand position was displayed via

a red cursor cross (8 mm in length and width) on the screen

(similar to Miall, Jenkinson, & Kulkarni, 2004). Partici-

pants were asked to perform the movements with their right

hand using an electronic pen, while the left hand was posi-

tioned and kept still beside the digitizer tablet. Movements

were performed in episodes of 30 s, with a 5 s rest in

between episodes (Bock, 2005; Bock & Girgenrath, 2006).

The experiment started with three familiarization episodes,

which were followed by two undistorted baseline condi-

tions consisting of five episodes each. Baseline condition 1

(BL1) recorded participants’ performance with veridical

visual feedback of their movements. Baseline condition 2

(BL2) recorded the same movements than BL1, but without

real-time visual feedback of the actual hand position.

Instead, feedback of the cursor position was only provided

when the cursor was within an arc radius of 10 mm around

the center position of the screen to ensure participants were

able to return to the starting position. The two BL condi-

tions were followed by an adaptation phase (AP), in which

participants were asked to perform the same movement

task, but were presented with visual feedback that was dis-

torted via a left-right reversal (i.e., mirrored along the mid-

sagittal plane). The AP consisted of 30 episodes to ensure

there was enough time to initiate a sensorimotor adaptation

process. Subsequent to the AP participants were offered a

5-min break in which they were allowed to move around

and relax. They continued with five episodes in the phase

of persistence (PP) under distorted condition, but without

real-time visual feedback of the movements.

Data Analysis. An initial angular error (IAE) was mea-

sured to determine participants’ pointing performance. The

IAE was computed between the direct target direction and

initial hand direction for each pointing movement. The

direct target direction was defined by the hand position at

movement onset (i.e., center position) and the target loca-

tion. The initial hand direction in contrast was defined by

the hand position at movement onset (i.e., center position)

and the hand position at first peak velocity with a minimum

velocity of 30 mm/s. The minimum velocity threshold at

movement onset was defined to ensure that initial small cor-

rective adjustments (i.e., directly around the center posi-

tion) were not considered within data analysis. Overall, the
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IAE measure is largely unaffected by feedback-based cor-

rective adjustments that occur during later stages of the

pointing movement, in which participants slow down their

movements and perform a winding path toward the target

to ensure for successive movement performance. The mean

IAE was calculated for all pointing movements within each

episode. The mean adaptation performance of each episode

was averaged into blocks of five episodes to judge partic-

ipants’ pointing performance (Bock & Girgenrath, 2006).

Therefore, the blocks measuring pointing performance

were constituted as BL1, BL2, AP1–AP6, and PP represent-

ing the mean pointing performance of five episodes each.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures

and a simple contrast analysis were conducted to examine

differences within the adaptation phase. Baseline perform-

ances were examined by a two-tailed t test.

Cognitive Representation of Movement Directions

The representation of movement directions was mea-

sured using the Cognitive Measurement of Represented

Directions (C-MRD), an experimental setup used by Lex

et al. (2012), and based on the methodological background

of the Structural Dimensional Analysis of Motor Represen-

tations (SDA-M; Schack & Mechsner, 2006).

Apparatus and Task. The C-MRD was performed at the

same table as the sensorimotor task. A standard monitor

was placed in front of the participants and used to provide

normal vision on the screen. Following the sensorimotor

adaptation task, we used animated red fading movement

dots (with a center-out movement direction) to measure

cognitive representations of movement directions. The

moving dots were depicted as animated gif files on the com-

puter screen (see Figure 1), and moved into 12 different

directions, spread evenly on a full circle every 30�. One of

the 12 movement directions was presented in the upper part

of the (horizontally split) screen in an anchoring position,

and the remaining eleven movement conditions were suc-

cessively and randomly presented in the lower part of the

screen in a signifier position. The movement direction in

the anchoring position remained repetitive on the screen,

until it was compared with every other movement direction.

Subsequent to that the next movement direction was dis-

played as well in the anchoring position, and compared

with the remaining eleven movement directions. The proce-

dure was repeated until each movement direction had been

presented once in the anchoring position. Twelve move-

ment directions were compared with each other, thus asking

participants to make a total of 12 times 11 decisions, as the

anchoring position was predefined as most similar to itself.

The task for the participants was to compare the move-

ment direction in the anchoring position with that in the sig-

nifier position with regard to their similarity. More

specifically participants were asked to decide whether or

not the two presented movement directions seemed similar

to them. Participants were instructed to make their deci-

sions spontaneously, which was facilitated through a singu-

lar stimuli presentation, but no given time restrictions.

Decisions were made by either pressing a plus button (simi-

larity) on the left or a minus button (no similarity) on the

right side of the screen. Participants’ judgment was entirely

based on a self-defined similarity criterion, and made with

regard to their own representation of movement directions.

Data Analysis. The data analysis of participants’ deci-

sions in the C-MRD consisted of three steps (for more

details on the method see Lex et al., 2012). The first step

FIGURE 1. Cognitive Measurement of Represented Direc-
tions (C-MRD) data of cognitive representation of move-
ment directions. When splitting procedure was started, the
dot (colored in red) in the upper screen (anchoring posi-
tion) moved into one movement direction (e.g. direction
4 D 90� straight to the right). After this one faded out, the
dot in the lower screen (signifier position) moved into one
of the other residual eleven movement directions (e.g.
direction 11 D 300� to the upper left). When the partici-
pants decided for similarity they pressed the plus button
(on the left), and for dissimilarity the minus button (on the
right). The next movement direction appeared immediately
the decisions. When the movement direction in anchoring
position was compared with every other direction, the next
button (in the center) was enabled, and the splitting proce-
dure started again with a new direction in the anchoring
position.
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consisted of the splitting procedure to log participants’

decisions. Their decisions were transformed into an Euclid-

ian distance matrix that represents the distances between

the twelve movement directions. This matrix forms the

basis for the second step. The second step used the Euclid-

ian distance matrix to perform an unweighted average-link-

age cluster analysis to elicit the cognitive representation of

movement directions in the form of dendrograms. In the

third step, the generated representation structures have been

tested for structural homogeneity by an invariance measure

between groups. The statistically suggested threshold for

accepting invariance is set to λcrit D .68 (Lander & Huth,

1999; Schack, 2011).

Representation of Movement Directions by Sensorimotor

Adaptation Performance Level

The last analytic step combined the results of the sensori-

motor adaptation task in dependence on the representation

of movement directions. Therefore, the individual adapta-

tion performance of each participant was quantified by an

adaptation index Ak (identical to Lex et al., 2012). The

adaptation index is described by the following equation:1

Ak D AP1 ¡AP6

AP1 ¡BL1

The index k represented the participant’s indicator. Ak D 1

means a perfect adaptation back onto baseline level by the

participant, whereas Ak D 0 indicates no adaptation at all

(i.e., no changes in direction of distortion compared to undis-

torted baseline performance). Subsequently, all participants

were sorted in descending order according to their adaptation

index, and separated into three groups. The first one third

represented the skilled adapters (n D 16), the second one

third the average adapters (n D 15), and the last one third

the poor adapters (n D 16). The group separation of the

sensorimotor adaptation task (skilled, average, and poor

adapters) was retained for the representation of movement

directions. Therefore, participants’ mean group dendro-

grams were calculated to reflect the corresponding cogni-

tive representation of movement directions. The emerged

group dendrograms were then tested for invariance.

Results

The IAE measured a participant’s performance in the sen-

sorimotor adaptation task. The results of all participants

showed a mean IAE for BL1 of 3.17� (SD D 1.7) and for

BL2 of 3.20� (SD D 1.4). A t test (two-tailed) revealed no

differences between the baselines under different feedback

conditions, t(45) D –0.143, p D .887. The mean IAE for

AP1–AP6 were 33.42� (SD D 10.5�), 23.14� (SD D 9.4�),
17.62� (SDD 8.9�), 15.01� (SDD 7.2�), 14.38� (SDD 8.6�),
and 12.89� (SD D 7.4�), respectively. An ANOVA for the

adaptation phase revealed a main effect for adaptation phase,

F(4.006, 172.279)D 49.249, p< .001, h2D .534. Mauchly’s

test revealed that the sphericity assumption was violated,

x2(14) D 38.417, p < .001. Therefore, the degrees of free-

dom were corrected by estimation of sphericity according to

Greenhouse-Geisser (eD .801). Accordingly, all participants

adapted to the visual disturbance over the adaptation phase.

A simple contrast analysis revealed successful adaptation to

all phases against the first phase (all ps < .001), but adapta-

tion gains decreased over time. The nonsignificant difference

between the last adaptation phase (AP6) and the phase of

persistence (PP), t(45) D 0.938, p D .353, revealed that par-

ticipants’ adaptation performance persisted over time for at

least five minutes.

The individual adaptation performance of the whole

adaptation process was defined by an adaptation index

for each participant. All participants adapted to 0.66

(SD D 0.26) toward the visual distortion. The skilled adapt-

ers (GA) showed a mean adaptation index of 0.89 (SD D
0.09), the average adapters (AA) of 0.71 (SD D 0.05), and

the poor adapters (PA) of 0.38 (SD D 0.26). Figure 2 shows

the performance curves of the skilled, the average, and the

poor adapters in the sensorimotor adaptation task (a) and

the mean adaptation index of all groups.

In a last step the results of the sensorimotor adaptation

task have been applied onto the results of the representation

of movement directions. Therefore, the group separation

generated from the adaptation index was used to define the

groups of skilled, average, and poor adapters and their cor-

responding cognitive representation of movement direc-

tions. Figure 3 shows the evolved cluster structures from

the C-MRD of all groups. Skilled adapters’ cognitive repre-

sentation of movement directions included between two

and three neighboring movement directions in each cluster.

The evolved clusters integrated the cardinal axes in the hor-

izontal and sagittal plane (i.e., the movement directions 1,

4, 7, and 10). Average adapters cognitive representation of

movement directions showed four distinct clusters, but the

movement directions 1, 7, and 8 are singled out. The cog-

nitive representation of movement directions of the poor

adapters included two neighboring movement directions

per cluster. But in here, all cardinal movement direc-

tions representing the main axes in the horizontal and

sagittal plane (i.e., 1, 4, 7, and 10) are singled out in

their respective cognitive representation of movement

directions.

The evolved mean cluster structures of all three groups

have been further analyzed to compare the resultant cogni-

tive representation of movement directions of both groups

for structural homogeneity with each other. The results of

the invariance measure for the cognitive representations of

movement directions showed no invariance between the

groups (i.e., skilled to average adapters λ D .40, average to

poor adapters λ D .53, and skilled to poor adapters λ D .38).

Therefore, all groups exhibited a completely distinct cogni-

tive representation of movement directions measured under

visual stimulus presentation with regard to the sensorimotor
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adaptation performance. Skilled adapters possessed a global

representation of movement directions (integrating the

movement directions of the cardinal axes), whereas poor

adapters possessed a local representation of movement

directions (separating the movement directions of the cardi-

nal axes).

An interesting side effect is observable in the cognitive

representation of movement directions in skilled and poor

adapters. Without regard to the statistical suggested thresh-

old (dcrit) the cluster analysis connects all movement direc-

tions with each other. Two major direction-sensitive blocks

were identified for all groups. Hence, the skilled adapters

differentiated between movement directions on the left (8

to 10) and the right hand side (1 to 7). The average adapt-

ers’ possessed a comparable representation structure (2 to

7, and 8 to 1) separating left and right. However, the poor

adapters’ representation indicated two direction-sensitive

blocks connecting up- (10 to 3) and downward (4 to 9)

directions.

Discussion

The results of the experiments provided further evidence

for the impact of cognitive representations of movement

directions on sensorimotor adaptation performance. Our

results suggested that a global cognitive representation of

movement directions is advantageous in adaptation tasks

with a distortion of the visual feedback in terms of a left-

right reversal. Thus, it is disadvantageous in such an adap-

tation task when humans possess a local representation of

movement directions. Identically to a previous study con-

ducted by Lex et al. (2012), the local representation of

movement directions of poor adapters assembled neighbor-

ing movement directions. The peculiarity in the representa-

tion of movement directions of poor adapters was the

extinction of the cardinal axes. This extinction led to a per-

formance decrease in the sensorimotor adaptation with a

distortion of the visual feedback. In contrast, the global

representation of movement directions within skilled adapt-

ers led to a better performance in an adaptation task with a

distortion of the visual feedback along the sagittal axis. It

seems that comparable mechanisms are triggered in the

activation of responsible cognitive representations of move-

ment directions and in sensorimotor adaptation tasks. For

example, the proportion of the impact of representations of

movement directions on sensorimotor adaptation perfor-

mance relies on the specificities of the distortion in the

adaptation task. Van Beers et al. (2002) found evidence

that the adaptation performance is dominated by proprio-

ceptive movement feedback for azimuthally distortion (left-

ward), and dominated by visual movement feedback for

distortions in depth (forward). Subsidiary to previous

experiments conducted by Lex et al. (2012), it was found

that adaptation performance depends on whether cognitive

representations are triggered by visual or visual-propriocep-

tive presented movement directions. The sensory input

FIGURE 2. (a) Pointing performance over the phases of the skilled, average, and poor adapters in the sensorimotor adaptation task
with a distortion of the visual feedback in terms of a left-right reversal. Recorded are two different baseline phases. Baseline 1
(BL1) included visual movement feedback, and in BL2 visual movement feedback was occluded. During the adaptation phases
(AP1–AP6) and the phase of persistence (PP) visual feedback was distorted by a left-right reversal. In the PP visual feedback was
occluded as in BL2. The y-axis represents the initial angular error a between the direct target direction and initial hand direction in
angular degrees. The error bars indicate the 95% CI. (b) The adaptation index of the sensorimotor adaptation task. The vertical
bars show the mean adaptation index for all three groups. The error bars represent the 95% CI.
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modalities (i.e., proprioceptive-visual or visual only) of pre-

sented movement directions influenced the cognitive repre-

sentation, and a main tendency was revealed. This suggests

that humans possess a general cognitive representation of

movement directions aligned to global (i.e., cardinal direc-

tions) or local (i.e., neighboring directions) representations

of movement directions.

The adaptation toward rotated visual movement feedback

can be described as direction sensitive. The direction sensi-

tivity toward different target position has been explained by

different functional modules, each pertinent to a narrow

range of the response direction (Werner & Bock, 2010). In

addition, a separate processing of extent and directional

errors in reaching movements has been suggested, which

might be planned as hand-centered vectors, whose extent

and direction are established via learning a scaling factor

and a reference axes (Krakauer, Pine, Ghilardi, & Ghez,

2000). Furthermore, Werner and Bock (2010) indicated

that cognitive processes allowing adaptation toward

reversed feedback are similar to rotated visual feedback. It

has been predicted that these processes are able to change a

global internal representation of space or rather multiple

directions-specific modules. Based on the results of the

present study, however, we provide a different argument.

Our data suggests that the cognitive representation of

movement directions (measured before the sensorimotor

adaptation) can be interpreted as a reference frame within

human motor memory. Such a cognitive reference frame

influences the whole adaptation performance toward

reversed visual feedback. Hence, it can be interpreted as a

direction-specific and overarching module in human motor

memory (comparable to Tanaka, Worringham, & Kerr,

2009). However, further research is needed to investigate

the influence of the cognitive representation of movement

directions on adaptation toward rotated visual feedback to

strengthen such an argument.

Further evidence is provided by experiments where the

participants adapted toward different distortions (i.e.,

FIGURE 3. The dendrogram in the upper part shows the average cluster structure of all three groups. The numbers at the bottom of
each dendrogram reflect the corresponding movement direction in clockwise order starting with one in the straight upright position.
The numbers at y-axis reflect the corresponding Euclidian distances for the conjunctions in the dendrogram. The grey dashed line
indicates an estimated critical Euclidian distance (dcrit D 3.987) at which all branches of the dendrogram were cut off. The critical
Euclidian distance is estimated by the application of an error probability of p D .025. All movement directions connected below
that critical distance can be considered as integrated in one cluster. On the contrary, all movement directions connected above the
critical distance are not integrated into a distinct cluster. The evolved clusters are marked by solid gray bars at the bottom. The bot-
tom of Figure 3 displays the resulting cluster structures depicted as directional arrows. Arrows depicted in the identical manner
(i.e. solid, dotted, or dashed) represent a corresponding cluster in the dendrograms.
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visual and mechanical) with normal or impaired proprio-

ceptive feedback. The results showed that intact proprio-

ception is needed for adaptation toward a mechanical

distortion, but not toward a visual distortion. Both sensory

modalities seemed to be independent from each other

(Pipereit, Bock, & Vercher, 2006). In accordance to the

present study it can be assumed that cognitive structures,

similar to representations of movement directions, are

involved in adaptation tasks. Moreover, there is additional

neurophysiologic evidence for the existence of a move-

ment related system, which encodes movement directions

in the motor cortex. Comparable neuronal activity was

measured in the motor cortex, when reaching movements

were executed in specific movement directions (Georgo-

poulos, 2000; Georgopoulos, Caminiti, Kalaska, & Mas-

sey, 1983; Georgopoulos, Kalaska, Caminiti, & Massey,

1982; Georgopoulos, Schwartz, & Kettner, 1986). Thus,

the cognitive representation of movement directions can

be considered as a cognitive structure, which is relevant in

direction sensitive sensorimotor adaptation tasks. It

remains speculative that cognitive representations of

movement directions will be activated during other direc-

tion sensitive complex motor actions. More research

needs to be conducted to verify such a bold idea.

Altogether, it can be proposed that the cognitive repre-

sentation of movement directions may be considered as an

indicator for measuring adaptation performance in pointing

tasks with a visual disturbance in terms of a left-right rever-

sal. Moreover, it can be concluded that the representation

structure seems to be a valid predictor for sensorimotor

adaptation performance.
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